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after building a strong reputation for himself as a versatile and outspoken emcee, especially during his stints on the evidence mixtape series, joseph was eventually pigeonholed as a gangsta rapper who only recorded material with the likes of wu-tang clan affiliate u-god, the coldest winter ever was the first and only full-length from the rapper and his
viet cong featured his first and only guest appearance from mobb deeps havoc. thankfully, joseph proved the naysayers wrong with his solo debut black on both sides (2002) and for the next 15 years he released stellar albums including dread entourage (2004), the ecstatic (2007), and the last testament (2010). the next album, the ecstatic, was

released in 2007 and was josephs best-selling album. the lp remains a staple among hip-hop heads because of its production, storytelling, and ability to effectively capture the classic sounds of the past while remaining fresh and relevant for today. after three decades of making music, mos def is still pushing the envelope with his solo project as an
independent artist. tha free world is a great follow-up to the classic the ecstatic and by no means is its inferior. the free world proves that the legendary singer-songwriter can still give us something new and fresh as an independent artist. rightfully, the iconic artist has not stopped making music and in the last two years he released the hustle hard and

the black godfather mixtapes. his catalogue has received numerous accolades including a grammy, an aalbum of the year award from vibe, and three nods at the genius awards. mr. def is one of those rare artists who will always be relevant in the hip-hop community and the world.
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the raw, unfinished and gritty first effort by the famed duo kid frost & danny seraphine, grit is a modern-day classic. it is an essential
album in hip-hop, and as such the album is widely considered a legend. the people are not that far from the streets of detroit. and

even the criminals they deal with know the streets. this is the ultimate feel-good song. one of the greatest rap songs of all-time. the
raw production is totally tight, and the hook is just too good to resist. best part is that it's over before you know it. real feel-good rap.

i feel good is the most famous song by the members of the ohio players and is a song that has become an anthem for millions of
youth all over the world. it is a song that has become part of the fabric of many peoples lives. it is the song that defined their sound,
and is the song that started the genre of "good vibrations" music. the song was a success from the day it was released. the brooklyn-
bred posse of producers, rappers, djs, and fellow label mates went from a modest buzz about their first single to a monster hit. hefty
hit single "on my block" was the first single off this album. it sounded like a music video on the radio. real simple and cool. i used to
listen to this song in my car and would make mixes of it when i got to school. the people are not that far from the streets of detroit.
and even the criminals they deal with know the streets. this is the ultimate feel-good song. one of the greatest rap songs of all-time.
the raw production is totally tight, and the hook is just too good to resist. best part is that it's over before you know it. real feel-good
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